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Campus leaders tackle
controversial housing options
By Isaiah Sterling
isaiahsterling@usf.edu

D

espite past
controversy,
two residential
communities that cater to
specific groups remain active
at USF St. Petersburg.
One of those communities
is Stonewall Suites, a living
learning community (LLC)
established in 2019, caters to
LGBTQ+ and allied students
and remains active in the
Pelican Apartments.
The other community was
established just this semester
and is called King Suites:
a residential community
program (RCP) that’s focused
on the lived experiences of
Black students.
Early support for King
Suites sparked debate on the
student-affiliated “USFSP
The Know It All’s Guide to
Knowing it All” Facebook
group last year. Some students
said the idea was “racist and
discriminatory” while others

said it was an opportunity to
build community.
Some students believed
the community would only be
available to Black students,
segregating them from other
races.
King Suites is available
to all students regardless of
race, according to Assistant
Director of Multicultural
Affairs and RCP Advisor
DeWayne Anderson.
“We can never turn down a
student based on race, gender,
ethnic background or abled
body status,” Anderson said.
He said he has not seen
a student who is not Black
apply for the RCP.
If a student of a different
race applies in the future,
Anderson said King Suites is
also a community for allies of
the Black community.
He said the university’s
move to establish King Suites
was mainly controversial
because it was “something
new” with a “natural process
of pushback.”

ANNALISE ANDERSON | THE CROW’S NEST

King Suites is located on the fifth floor of Osprey Suites, USF St. Petersburg’s
newest residence hall.
“I think with any new
thing, there is always going
to be some pushback. A lot
of the pushback was [the
resolution] being targeted
towards one specific
community,” Anderson said.
The original idea to target

Record-breaking FTIC numbers
include redirects from Tampa
By Michael Alden
aldenm@usf.edu

A

lthough USF St.
Petersburg saw
record-breaking
freshman enrollment numbers
for the 2021-22 academic
year, it may be too soon to
claim the win.
Enrollment data shows that
a significant number of USF
applicants were redirected to
St. Petersburg regardless of
campus preference.
Faced with plummeting
first-time-in-college (FTIC)
student numbers since
2016, Rep. Chris Sprowls,
R-Palm Harbor, and Jeff
Brandes, R-St. Petersburg,
announced last October that
the university administration
and its trustees are committed
“to growing enrollment …
with a strong goal of 650
students for next year’s
class.” Sprowls and Brandes

had previously led the move
in 2018 to consolidate all
three USF campuses.
The university began
redirecting FTIC students to
St. Petersburg last summer.
In February, USF’s Dean of

Admissions Glen Besterfield
said that some students who
applied for the spring 2021
semester after the priority
deadline (Jan. 6) would be
redirected.
>> SEE ENROLLMENT on P3

ANNALISE ANDERSON | THE CROW’S NEST

USF redirected freshman Tampa applicants to St.
Petersburg to achieve the 650 FTIC benchmark.

the Black community by
establishing the RPC was
introduced through a Student
Government resolution
drafted by-then senators
Jasmine Ayo-Ajayi and Karla
Correa.
The resolution included

demographic data that
referred to USF as a
“predominantly white
institution” because, at the
time, more than 50% of its
students were white while
only 10% were Black.

>> SEE HOUSING on P3

Mental health boosted
by in-person classes
By Adriana Reeves
adreeves@usf.edu

C

OVID-19 has
produced a
rollercoaster of
emotions from students,
faculty and staff at colleges
across the country that have
been exceedingly difficult to
manage.
However, a return to
in-person classes has helped
some students cope with the
mental stresses of virtual
learning.
Schools, businesses and
more have been forced to
shut down and handle the
unknown on a daily basis.
With so much change,
people’s mental health has
taken a severe nosedive.
According to a study
conducted by BMC
Psychology, almost 60% of
students surveyed reported
increased depression related
to COVID-19. The study also

found college students had
increased anxiety and feelings
of loneliness during their
remote learning experience.
“It is important to
differentiate between
someone seeking treatment
for a diagnosed mental
health condition versus
someone experiencing
general distress, which is a
very normal reaction to an
all-encompassing, chronic,
and difficult stress event
like the pandemic. Both
can be true at once for a
person, but they can also be
mutually exclusive,” said Dr.
Anita Sahgal, director of the
Wellness Center and Student
Accessibility Services.
During the pandemic,
many students at universities
across the country may have
experienced heightened
mental health-related
problems.
>> SEE IN-PERSON on P7
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Students share first week feels about in-person classes
By Audrey Ward
CONTRIBUTOR
or many students, the
first week of classes
means leaving home
for the first time and beginning
a new chapter of their life.
USF St. Petersburg’s
freshmen and sophomores can
officially experience a college
life and leave behind the
online/hybrid learning from
high school. Or like many
upper-class juniors and senior
students, this is their first time
back on a college campus after
a year of remote learning due
to the COVID-19 pandemic.
With class work, new
routines and a return to a seminormal social and learning
environment, St. Petersburg’s
Bull community is back with a
diverse and lively atmosphere.

F

The expectations have
been high for some students
returning to in-person classes,
but for others, not so much.
Isabella Engleman, a
senior speech and language
pathology major at USF
Tampa, lives on the St.
Petersburg campus and is
involved in several student
organizations. With a full
schedule and lengthy commute
to Tampa-based classes, she
anticipated the first week
being a busy one.
“The first week of classes
went pretty well, especially
considering I’m a commuting
student. I drive to Tampa twice
a week and I also work 2-3
times a week waiting tables,
so I thought it would be a lot
more hectic,” Engleman said.
“Overall, I’d say my in-person

COURTESY OF ISABELLA ENGLEMAN

Isabella Engleman is a senior speech and
language pathology major at USF Tampa.

classes were worth the drive.
In my opinion, anything beats
trying to learn over a tiny
screen.”
Olivia Smith, a sophomore
environmental science
and policy major at St.
Petersburg, is part of the
Marine Adventures Club and
Student Green Energy Fund
on campus. Like her fellow
sophomore class, Smith
had to deal with her college
experience shifting online last
fall and spring.
“As a student that was on
campus in the spring, it was
really nice to see so many
people back on campus.
Having in-person classes has
also been a new experience
that I have come to enjoy,”
Smith said. “It gives me
structure and I find I have
much better communication
and discussions with
professors and other students
in a classroom. It is going
to be a very interesting
semester with COVID-19
still active, but I’m ready for
the challenges that are yet to
come.”
Description automatically
generated with medium
confidence. St. Petersburg
freshman biology major
Ella Funk said that her first
days living and learning on
campus have been a positive
experience.
“I felt very welcomed, and
all of my professors seemed
amazing,” Funk said. “I was

COURTESY OF OLIVIA SMITH

Olivia Smith is a sophomore environmental
science and policy major at USF St. Petersburg.

COURTESY OF ELLA FUNK

Ella Funk is a freshman biology major at USF St.
Petersburg.
very happy to see there were
welcome events. My classes
went smoothly, and I was able
to find everywhere I needed to
easily. I had a very nice first
week of classes.”

Audrey Ward is a junior
mass communications major
at USF St. Petersburg.

City funds new campus role to boost
community partnerships
By Annalise Anderson
akanderson1@usf.edu

S

t. Petersburg’s
flourishing downtown
and surrounding
communities are ripe with
opportunity for students
looking to build their careers.
For Caryn Nesmith,
supporting the synergistic
partnership between
students and the city is a top
priority. Nesmith is USF
St. Petersburg’s director of
community relations, a new
position on campus that was
created over the summer.

COURTESY OF USF

Caryn Nesmith
previously served as
the special assistant to
the regional chancellor
for strategic initiatives.

Unlike any other position
on campus, the director
of community relations
position is jointly funded
by the university and the
St. Petersburg Downtown
Partnership, St. Petersburg
Innovation District and the
City of St. Petersburg.
The position’s primary
responsibilities are to serve
as an on-campus point of
contact for the city, coordinate
campus efforts to address
community needs, increase
student engagement through
community partnerships and
publicize campus community
engagement initiatives.
According to Nesmith,
the city requested the new
position be created to establish
lasting partnerships between
the campus, local businesses
and community leaders after
consolidation raised questions
about the future of USF St.
Petersburg.
“Regarding consolidation,
there’s the student perspective
and how it benefits the
student and then there’s the
community perspective and
how it will hurt or benefit the
community,” Nesmith said.
“Our legislative delegation
really wanted to ensure

that resources stayed at St.
Pete and benefited the St.
Petersburg community.
“The community sort of
requested this position, and
as a result helped fund it.
That’s what makes the position
really unique. It’s the city
saying, ‘hey the university
is a treasure,’ and it’s the
university saying ‘hey, we
want to dedicate resources to
focus on our community.’”
As USF continues to
establish itself as a researchintensive university, the city
foresees a healthy partnership
full of economic and social
benefits.
“The city and USF’s St.
Petersburg campus have long
enjoyed a close and mutually
beneficial relationship,” said
Kanika Tomalin, deputy mayor
of the City of St. Petersburg.
“This new position will help
us take that relationship to the
next level, serving as a bridge
to our community and giving
citizens and business leaders
easier access to our nationallyranked research university.”
Though she’s assumed
a new role, Nesmith is no
stranger to the St. Petersburg
campus.

For four years, Nesmith has
served as the special assistant
to the regional chancellor
for strategic initiatives. She
facilitated and coordinated
several innovative programs
on campus, served on the
public consolidation task force
and currently serves on the
campus’ new Diversity, Equity
and Inclusion Task Force.
Nesmith created the
Chancellor’s Leadership
Council, a program dedicated
to fostering leadership skills
among high-achieving firsttime-in-college students; the
Innovation Scholars Program,
which supports eligible
students’ career exploration
in fields like engineering,
healthcare and the arts; and
Health Buddies – previously
known as St. Pete Friends – a
virtual program that pairs
students with older people
managing feelings of isolation.
As a member of the
Diversity, Equity and Inclusion
Task Force, she created the St.
Petersburg Higher Education
Consortium for Racial Justice,
which combines efforts from
USF St. Petersburg, Eckerd
College, Stetson College
of Law and St. Petersburg
College to dismantle racial

hierarchies in education.
St. Petersburg Regional
Chancellor Martin Tadlock
said that Nesmith “brings
a wonderful blend of
experience, enthusiasm and
professionalism to the role.”
“This position serves as our
campus concierge, connecting
and encouraging collaboration
between members of the
community and our talented
faculty, staff and students,”
Tadlock said. “This also
represents an innovative,
formal collaboration between
the university, the city and
the Downtown Partnership
to further interconnect the
campus and community.”
Nesmith said she’s excited
to learn more about how
students want to engage with
the community.
“I hope this role will
integrate the community more
fully into the fabric of the
USF St. Petersburg campus
and vice versa, enhancing
prosperity, entrepreneurship
and expanding economic
opportunities by enabling
greater access and innovative
ways to collaborate,” Nesmith
said.
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ENROLLMENT, continued from P1
Last year, combined
summer and fall enrollment
freshman enrollment
plunged from 549 to 386.
This year, combined
summer and fall freshman
enrollment has increased
to 763, according to
preliminary numbers from
the USF InfoCenter.
Based on data from the
Office of Admissions, a
total of 402 FTIC students
out of the 763 enrolled were
redirected from Tampa
over the summer and fall
semesters. It appears the
university has exceeded its
650 goal through redirects.
Despite the large number
of redirected students,
Regional Chancellor
Martin Tadlock sees reason
to celebrate this year’s
enrollment overall.
“We are very pleased
with our campus enrollment
for the summer and fall.
It is the largest incoming
class since 2012. Also, the

diversity of this class is a
huge improvement over the
past two years and a much
better reflection of what we
want to see here,” Tadlock
said.
Last fall, only one Black
FTIC student enrolled at
St. Petersburg. This fall,
19 Black FTIC’s students
enrolled.
“As we constantly
remind everyone, students
bring vitality to the campus
and the downtown. Our city
wants them here and highly
values their presence,”
Tadlock said. “Also,
students energize us. After
all, working with students
and the love of learning are
two primary reasons faculty
and staff choose to be here
and do this work.”
Without the redirected
students, the amount of
FTIC students this summer
and fall would be nearly
the same as 2020 (386)
– a number that alarmed

COURTESY OF MARTHA RHINE

Despite numbers still being uncertain, Tadlock is
satisfied with campus enrollment.

THE C ROW ’S NE ST
legislators and the St.
Petersburg community.
According to drop/
add week data from the
USF InfoCenter, 432
FTIC students enrolled in
St. Petersburg for the fall
semester. Two hundred and
thirteen of these students
originally applied to the
Tampa campus and were
redirected to St. Petersburg.
A total of 1,062 FTIC
student applications were
redirected to St. Petersburg,
with 849 deciding not to
enroll.
A record number of
FTIC students enrolled over
the summer as well. There
were 331 FTIC students
this summer compared to
261 in the summer of 2020.
Of these 331 students,
189 were redirected from
Tampa.
Earlier this year,
university administrators
said they were “cautiously
optimistic” that St.
Petersburg will reach that
goal.
Laura Zuppo, St.
Petersburg’s interim
assistant vice chancellor
of enrollment, planning
and management, told The
Crow’s Nest in January,
“Given the fact that we’re in
a COVID-19 environment,
given the economic
uncertainties... if we can hit
the 650 or even 600, I think
that would be outstanding.”
Final enrollment
numbers aren’t available in
the InfoCenter until about
six weeks after the end of
the semester.

HOUSING, continued from P1
Its contents also included
negative experiences
from people of color on
predominantly white
campuses alongside
studies on Black students
experiencing racial
microaggressions.
“After the resolution
came to be, a lot of
people were thinking of
segregation, a lot of people
were thinking we were just
doing something random
for Black people at USF.
We drafted the idea for
King Suites because we
needed it,” Ayo-Ajayi said.
As a current political
science senior, she said she
decided not to graduate
from the St. Petersburg
campus specifically at the
time of the resolution.
“I had already made
up my mind that I could
not graduate from the St.
Petersburg campus because
of my mental health. I did
not need to be there any
longer. I needed to be on the
Tampa campus. I needed
to be around more Black
people,” Ayo-Ajayi said.
Ayo-Ajayi said she is
glad she had a say in the
establishment of King

Suites at USF St. Petersburg
before she transferred to
USF Tampa.
“At the end of the day,
I hope King Suites is
something current students
want, but maybe it is just
something I and other
senators wanted last year,”
Ayo-Ajayi said.
Director of Housing
and Residential Education
Susan Kimbrough said
students are given a choice
to be in specific RCP’s or
LLC’s when they complete
their housing application.
Although students apply
for specific residential
communities, the Office of
Housing and Residential
Education reserves the
right to assign students to
any residence hall with
or without a residential
community if its spaces
do not fill by a certain
deadline.
“If all of the RCP spaces
do not fill by the deadline of
June 1, it is possible that we
would assign other students
who are not in the RCP
to the spaces if all other
spaces on campus are full,”
Kimbrough said.
Sophomore psychology

MOLLY RYAN | THE CROW’S NEST

The Stonewall Suites’ mural welcomes members of the LGBTQ+ community
on the third floor of Pelican Apartments.
major placed in Stonewall
more ways for USF to
where residents thrive
Suites J.D. Dato said
ensure that queer students
academically, socially and
he never applied to be
feel welcome in their
personally as members
in the community upon
dwellings,” Dato said.
of the USF St. Petersburg
completing his housing
“Why can’t every floor be a community.”
application.
queer space?”
He suggested USF St.
Going forward,
Molly Ryan contributed
Petersburg find more ways
Kimbrough said the Office
to this report.
to ensure LGBTQ+ students of Housing and Residential
feel welcome.
Education is “dedicated
“Other than having a
to creating inclusive
floor, I feel like there are
learning environments
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‘Rise Up: A Plea to Unite’
By Lily Cannon
CONTRIBUTOR

W

here were
you when it
happened?
As we approach the 20th
anniversary of the fall of
the Twin Towers, not many
students here on campus are
able to answer that question.
Yet every artist, and
witness of the tragedy, who
contributed to the Morean Arts
Center’s “Rise Up: A Plea to
Unite” exhibit had their own
personal snapshot of the event.
“You don’t forget,” artist

COURTESY OF JOHN ARCHIBALD

‘Dream Towers’ by
John Archibald is
featured in the Morean
Arts Center’s latest art
exhibition.

and photojournalism veteran
Joe Walles said.
That is the resounding
sentiment from most of the
St. Petersburg residents who
created work for the show; an
expression of shock and grief,
and even more importantly, an
urge to remember, and as the
exhibit is aptly named, “Rise
Up.”
Just as the art center
itself promotes, viewers
and contributors alike must
find ways “to push through
our collective uncertainty,
divisiveness and grief.”
However, the show isn’t
solely dedicated to the
mourning of 9/11; it serves
as a call to unite as a country
and, like collage artist Susan
Harbison affirms, as a “home
and family.”
Harbison describes
her piece of remembrance
as “pictorial with a bit of
surrealism,” using newspaper
photographs, masks and
cardboard to emphasize a
chance for “rebirth” after
tragedy.
Whether it be from
September 2001, or from
the pandemic, Harbison
wants viewers to heal. When
asked what students should
take away from Freedom
to Choose, Harbison hopes
viewers build a foundation

through “listening and
kindness.”
John Wilcox, a local
photographer and collage
artist, dedicated a collection
entirely to the question “where
were you when it happened?”
He shares Harbison’s
desire for harmony in the
St. Petersburg Community,
describing his creative journey
post-9/11 as a “meditation”
on the news coverage and art
created in its wake.
His work fixates on the
intimate perspective of
witnesses and offers a large
white sheet for viewers to jot
down when and where they
were in that pivotal moment.
His meditation led him to
recycle newspaper articles into
bold multimedia art pieces, a
practice that he continues in
this year’s show. He advises
young artists at USF “to
absorb as much as you can.”
Joe Walles has a similar
love for the ties between
history and art, summarized in
his unique perspective: “visual
arts people have a tendency
to remember,” especially
with one of the most heavily
recorded terrorist attacks in
history.
Previously working as
a photojournalist, Walles
understands how integral
creative work can be to

COURTESY OF JOE WALLES

‘New Light’ by Joe Walles depicts a building eerily
similar to the World Trade Center.
commemorating the past.
He urges young viewers to
remember and learn from
similarly important moments,
“it’s the same old story.”
It’s an age-old lesson he
epitomized when creating his
submission, a photograph that
fixates on a beacon of light
forming around a single tower
eerily similar to the World
Trade Center.
On the other hand,
“Instinctual, passionate and
emotional” painter John
Archibald is more interested
in those most affected by 9/11.
He reminds viewers of the
class disparity of those who
died in the attack, while “the
higher level [workers] came in
late.”
He processes these difficult
emotions by creating “art by
instinct,” a form of painting
where he simply picks up his

materials and paints without
a clear plan. In “Dream
Towers”, Archibald muses
over the two figures that
appeared randomly on the
sides of the building, which
could be read as angels or
even survivors.
Chief curator of the show
Amanda Cooper “didn’t
just want to focus on the
sadness” by commemorating
this event. She, like the other
participating artists, wants to
inspire a new harmony within
the St. Petersburg community.
Cooper encourages young
artists to participate in future
exhibits and is looking
forward to a new generation of
artists.
Lily Cannon is a freshman
English major at USF St.
Petersburg.

Kanye West’s ‘Donda’ is a flawed, brilliant album
By Michael Alden
aldenm@usf.edu
hile bloated
and seemingly
unfinished,
Donda’s highs are remarkable
enough to remind Kanye West
fans of his brilliance.
Spanning over 27 songs
with a length of 1 hour and
49 minutes, the album is a
showcase of West’s greatest
strengths as an artist, as well
as his biggest flaws.
In honor of his late
mother Donda West, Kanye’s
intentions are clear from the
intro track “Donda Chant”
featuring R&B artist Syleena
Johnson. The 52-second track
is comprised of Johnson
repeating the word “Donda” in
different tones. The scattered
wording is indicative of what
the listener can expect over the
next 26 tracks, a handful of
which are destined to become
classic songs in West’s
discography.
Versions of “Hurricane”
have circulated around the
internet since 2018, with the
final album version featuring
The Weeknd and Lil Baby.
West knows how to bring out
the best in his guest artists, and
“Hurricane” is no different.
The Weeknd’s signature R&B
coo is put to excellent use in
the hook, “See this in 3D, all
lights out for me/All lights out
for me/Lightning strikes the
beach.” Lil Baby continues to

W

master his flow and emotional
delivery with lines like “Yeah,
walkin’ on the bridge, I threw
my sins over the deep end.
Sippin’ ‘til my stomach hurt,
this month I done lost three
friends.”
Jay-Z’s appearance on
“Jail” is a welcome return to
the era of Watch the Throne
when the two artists’ brotherly
bond seemed strongest. While
the track itself is somewhat of
a party anthem in the vein of
“Fourfiveseconds” and isn’t
ideally suited for an artist of
Jay’s caliber, he nonetheless
delivers a masterful verse with
direct honesty in lines like
“Hol’ up, Donda, I’m with
your baby when I touch back
road. Told him, ‘Stop all of
that red cap, we goin’ home.’”
West’s hook “Guess who’s
going to jail tonight?” and
delivery complements Jay’s
verse well, but a verse of his
own is sorely missed.
“Junya” follows the party
anthem formula of “Jail”
and is bound to reverberate
around college parties across
the country this fall. A tribute
to Japanese fashion designer
Junya Watanabe, it’s hard not
to bob your head, regardless of
the shallow lyricism.
Right from the start,
“Moon” is a beautiful piece
of music. West barely makes
an appearance, leaving the
spotlight on Don Toliver’s
calming voice that echoes
the hook “I wanna go to the

moon, don’t leave so soon.
How could I get through?”
Just when the album’s length
starts to rear its head, “Moon”
grounds the listener with its
innovative sound.
The chill-inducing track
“Donda” features an audio
clip of Donda West addressing
Chicago State University
in October of 2007. Donda
references Kanye’s cultural
impact with the lines,
“The man I describe in the
introduction as being so
decidedly different, my son.
And what made thе project
extra special to me is I got a
chance to share not only what
he has meant to me, but what
he has meant to a generation.”
The immense pride she had for
her son echoes throughout the
speech.
“Jesus Lord” features
West at his most vulnerable.
Directly addressing his
mother, he raps, “Mama, you
was the life of the party. I
swear you brought life to the
party. When you lost your
life, it took the life out of the
party.” He continues, “And if
I talk to Christ, can I bring my
mother back to life? And if I
die tonight, will I see her in
the afterlife?” The pain in his
voice is heart-wrenching; raw
emotion fully displayed on the
world stage.
West is known for mixing
sincerity with arrogance in
his lyrics — perhaps most
apparent on “Lord I Need

You” in a verse directed
at his former partner Kim
Kardashian. “You had a Benz
at sixteen, I could barely
afford a Audi. How you gon’
try to say sometimes it’s not
about me?” West raps. The
chorus concludes with, “I
give up on doin’ things my
way.” West seems closer to
conquering his ego than ever
before.
Unfortunately, the album
features more filler tracks
than any other West album to
date. “Believe What I Say”
is generic and uninspired,
sounding like a throwaway
track from Graduation.
“24” is directly from the
“Jesus is King” playbook.
It’s repetitive, boring and
poorly implements the Sunday
Service Choir.
While catchy, “Remote
Control” is perhaps the biggest
eye-roller of the album. Silly
lyrics overshadow moments of
promising production that end
up leading nowhere.
The religious overtones
on Donda are frequent and
often ill-placed. They don’t
detract from the project per
se, but any listener expecting
a dramatic shift from Kanye’s
religious reckoning will likely
be disappointed. The entire
album is censored, pulling the
audience out of the listening
experience.
As an album, Donda
succeeds more often than it
fails. While fans will surely

COURTESY OF GETTY IMAGES

Kanye West performs
songs from ‘Donda’
during a listening event
at Mercedes-Benz
Stadium in Atlanta.
have much to say about its
length, cohesiveness and
production choices, it’s hard to
imagine even the most casual
West fan won’t find a lot to
love in this album.
It is said there is no
stronger bond than that of a
mother and child. As a tribute
to West’s mother, the album
is also a self-fulfilling tribute
to himself. In listening to
the album, it’s impossible to
ignore the influence Donda
West had on her son in life and
in death.
Mothers often encourage
their child to simply “be
yourself.” With Donda, West
is himself.
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‘Designed to inspire’: Museum of American
Arts & Crafts Movement opens in St. Pete
By Sofía García Vargas
sgarciavargas@usf.edu

T

he world’s first
museum dedicated
exclusively to the
American Arts and Crafts
movement will open its doors
in downtown St. Petersburg on
Sept. 7.

COURTESY OF ©MAACM

The Venitian spiral
staircase in the Atrium.

By Molly Ryan
mollyr5@usf.edu
MONDAY
Feeling green? Join
Keep Pinellas Beautiful
and Treasure Island Adopt
A Beach from 5:30 to 7:30
p.m. for their Labor Day
Beach Cleanup. Volunteers
who stay for the duration
of the event will cover the
entire length of Treasure
Island beach. Organizers ask
volunteers to wear closedtoed shoes, dress in clothes
they don’t mind getting
dirt, and provide their own
trash bags and gloves. .
A volunteer will be at the
Treasure Island Chamber
of Commerce Kiosk on113
107th Ave. with supplies,
t-shirts, giveaways and
parking passes. For more
information, visit the
Treasure Island Adopt A
Beach Facebook page under
the events tab.
TUESDAY
Stretch in the sunset
with Ocean Fitness’ Sunset

Made possible by
pharmaceutical entrepreneur
and art collector Rudy
Ciccarello and his nonprofit,
Two Red Roses Foundation,
the museum will have
more than 800 pieces of art
alongside workshops, dining
and shopping opportunities,
and a venue for events.
The American Arts and
Crafts movement, which
extended from the 1890s to the
1930s, comprises decorative
works such as paintings,
furniture, pottery, photographs
and more.
By being in the heart of
the downtown art district, the
Museum of American Arts &
Crafts Movement will add to
thecity’s culturally diverse arts
scene.
“Our mission is to
preserve and share these
beautiful works of art with
the public and to teach future
generations to appreciate hand
craftsmanship and honest
design,” Ciccarello said.
Located at 355 Fourth St.
N., the 137,000-square-foot
building includes broad gallery
space, an outdoor garden, art
studios, a research library and
a theater.

Two temporary exhibitions
will also be part of the grand
opening: “Love, Labor, and
Art: The Roycroft Enterprise”
and “Lenses Embracing
the Beautiful: Pictorial
Photographs from the Two
Red Roses Foundation”.
“Love, Labor, and Art”
emphasizes the simplicity
and beauty of objects like
ephemera and metalwork.
“Lenses Embracing the
Beautiful” focuses on
Pictorialism photographs that
are part of the worldwide Arts
and Crafts movement.
Both exhibitions will be on
display from Sept. 7 through
Jan. 9, 2022.
Different programs and
activities will be offered,
like Family Day on the first
Saturday of each month and
Sunday Film Series on the last
Sunday of each month.
Standard admission rate
for adults is $25, senior
admission $23, and active
military and first responders
is $20. Students can purchase
a $50 yearly membership
for unlimited entries to the
museum.
The museum is open
from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. on

Flow Yoga at 2701 Gulf
Way. Starting at 7 p.m.,
the event is a 75-minute
workout that combines
vinyasa flow yoga as well
as strength and flexibility
exercises. Prior to the
event, a donation between
$10 and $20 must be made
digitally to reserve a spot
– a donation ticket can be
purchased on Eventbrite.
com. No cash will be
accepted. Non-residents of
Passe-A-Grille Beach must
pay a public parking fee of
$3.25. Participants must
provide their own yoga
mats and should bring water
and a towel. For alternative
payment methods and more
information, visit the events
tab on the Ocean Fitness
Facebook page.

at 222 Second St., by
America’s TriviAddiction
from 7 to 9 p.m. Only one
ticket can be reserved for a
team of no more than six.
Teams will compete for $75,
$50 or $25 gift cards. This
event is strictly 21 and over.
A link to reserve tickets
can be found in the event’s
description under the
events tab of the brewery’s
website, 3dbrewing.com.

WEDNESDAY
Test your knowledge of
video games while enjoying
a craft beer, cider or seltzer
at Video Game Themed
Trivia. The event is hosted
at 3 Daughters Brewing

THURSDAY
Join Project No Labels
for Drag Bingo at Punky’s
Bar and Grill. Enjoy a
night of performances and
comedy at 3063 Central
Ave. from 7 to 9 p.m. While
the event is free, a donation
of $10 is suggested. All
donations will go towards
local LGBTQ+ charities.
FRIDAY
It’s Britney… you
know the rest… From
“Baby One More Time”
to her latest single “Mood

COURTESY OF ©MAACM

The Museum of the American Arts and Crafts
Movement is the first of its kind.

COURTESY OF ©MAACM

Gallery 1 hosts opening exhibit “Lenses
Embracing the Beautiful.”
Tuesday, Wednesday, Friday
and Saturday; from 10 a.m. to
9 p.m. on Thursday; from

Ring,” you will see the
best of Britney Spears
at Toxic - The Britney
Spears Experience.
Containing Spears’ original
choreography and most
iconic outfits throughout the
years, the performance is at
Park and Rec DTSP at 100
Fourth St. S and begins at
8 p.m. Guests must be 21
or older. Tickets are $20
and can be purchased at
eventbrite.com.
SATURDAY
Football season is back!
Our USF Bulls will face
the University of Florida
Gators at the Raymond
James Stadium at 1 p.m.
for a highly anticipated
home opener game. Tickets
are almost sold out, so visit
Ticketmaster.com quick to
get your tickets!
Enjoy silence like never
before at 3 Daughters
Brewing’s Silent Disco
from 8 to 11 p.m. A
headset will be provided
with purchase of a $15

noon to 5 p.m. on Sunday; and
is closed on Monday.

ticket. The event will
include sets from three
DJs and a selection of over
40 taps. Tickets can be
purchased in advanced at
Eventbrite.com or at the
door. See address under
Wednesday’s event.
SUNDAY
Browse St. Petersburg’s
best selection of art, food,
drinks, fashion and more at
the Saturday and Sunday
Morning Market. Hosted
by Saturday Morning
Shoppe, the event is held
at Perry Harvey Park
in Tampa at 1000 East
Harrison St. and the
Tropicana Field Parking
Lot at First Ave. S and
17th St. in St. Petersburg
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Admission and parking are
free.
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OPINION: Why St. Petersburg students
should join Student Government
By Veronica Jimenez
and Eran Fruehauf
CONTRIBUTORS
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rom Veronica
Jimenez, USF St.
Petersburg campus
governor:
When I was a freshman
at USF St. Petersburg, I was
longing for a way to get
involved on campus.
In high school, I had
thought about joining Student
Government (SG), but to
me, it felt like a popularity
contest. In college, being in an
organization like SG made me
feel like this could have a real
impact on the student body.
The political science major
in me was ready to begin
campaigning.
People often ask me why I
joined SG, and my answer is
because I want to do anything
in my power to benefit the
student body.
I didn’t join SG as a resume
filler, I joined it because I truly
think that its the best way
to get involved and connect
with other students. We give
students a chance to voice
their wants and needs, and we
work on initiatives throughout
the school year to make sure
that their experience at USF is
the best it can be.
I believe students should
consider running for SG
because it gives you a different
perspective on being a student
here; you get down to the nitty
gritty on how to accommodate
everyone, even if it means

going through budgets or
writing bills and resolutions.
Students should join if they
want to make a difference
on this campus now, and
accomplish initiatives that can
have a long-term impact.
As a campus senator in my
freshman year, I wanted to
make a difference, and to be
given the opportunity to serve
as the Second Consolidated
term Governor has been one of
my greatest accomplishments.
In this position, there is
a greater ability to carry out
projects and to be heard by
my peers, colleagues and
community leaders. I want
to make sure I can assist
everyone in the best way
possible and to carry out
projects that I know will
make a great difference to our
campus.
If anyone would like to
join, you can pick up election
packets to run for Senate and
Campus Council in the SG
office or online via the SG
website.
While consolidation might
be something we weren’t
prepared for, we need to come
together as Bulls and make the
best out of our school year.
There is no need to compete
over which campus is the
best –although our campus is
beautiful on the water.
However, while being
under OneUSF is important, I
think it’s even more important
to carry on the uniqueness and
individuality of our campus.
It’s so special taking iconic

COURTESY OF VERONICA JIMENEZ AND ERAN FRUEHAUF

USF St. Petersburg governors Veronica Jimenez
(left) and Eran Fruehauf share why students
should consider campaigning for Student
Government to ensure campus representation
under consolidation.
pictures by the fountain, sitting
by the bay after a long day or
even going to The Grind.
While we’re all Bulls, in
my heart I know I’ll always be
a Bull by the Bay.
From Eran Fruehauf,
USF St. Petersburg
lieutenant governor:
Student Government under
consolidation has become
more important than ever.
Now that the St. Petersburg
campus is represented across
the entire USF system, we
have the ability to collaborate
with all three campuses on
projects and initiatives. It has
also demanded responsibility
from St. Petersburg leaders to
remain vigilant in preserving
our campus autonomy and
culture, as well as securing

equitable outcomes for our
students.
In the past, however, our
campus has struggled to find
student leaders to assume
this responsibility. Without
representatives to fill these
seats, our campus does not get
represented.
If there is injustice or
ignorance from the USF
system that harms our
students, at that moment,
we can blame no one except
ourselves.
It is my only hope that
more students will seek out
this opportunity, not only
because it is worthwhile for
their personal and professional
lives, but also because it is a
responsibility we owe to each
other to ensure our voices are
heard.

OPINION: New Texas bill is much more than a threat to Roe v. Wade

By Molly Ryan
mollyr5@usf.edu
hen the historic
ruling of Roe v.
Wade protected
the right to an abortion
within the first trimester of
pregnancy, the lens in which
many Americans viewed
reproductive rights was
profoundly cracked.
However, a newly enacted
Texas bill, the Heartbeat Act,
does much more than raise
a question of morality in the
great abortion debate – it
cataclysmically changes the
way one can perceive and
anticipate laws to be enacted
in a post Roe v. Wade world.
For Texans, the anticipated
implications of the Heartbeat
Act have been a forefront
controversy since the bill’s
debut.
Gov. Greg Abbott signed
the bill into law on May 19,
banning abortions after the
first detection of a heartbeat in
the uterus.
“Our creator endowed us
with the right to life and yet
millions of children lose their
right to life every year because
of abortion,” Abbott said in a
bill signing ceremony.

W

Typically, a pregnant
person can expect the first
heartbeat within the six-week
mark – only two weeks after
the first missed menstrual
cycle.
While the law is far from
the first of its kind, as many
other states have similarly
passed deeply repressive
abortion legislation, it is one
of the first to go completely
unchecked by the Supreme
Court upon its passing.
When the bill went into
effect Sept. 1, a deeply
polarized debate arose as one
mass expressed outrage and
the other exuberance.
But what many people
on both sides of the political
spectrum are missing is the
reality that the jurisdiction
does not outlaw abortions –
only safe and regulated ones.
In an article published
by The Texas Tribune, the
wake of the Heartbeat Act
is personified by the fact
that 85% of abortions that
normally occur in Texas
became illegal.
The Texas Tribune also
reported that “self-managed
abortion,” referring to the
practice of patients seeking
abortions outside of traditional

health care settings, has
already increased in Texas and
may see a drastic rise.
The law also fails to protect
a case for abortion regardless
of cause, even in cases of
sexual assault and incest.
But arguably the most
sinister aspect of the law is
the placement of political
bounties.
Under the Heartbeat Act,
private citizens are encouraged
to enforce the legislation by
pursuing legal action upon
anyone who is seeking as well
as anyone who “aids or abets”
the person in receiving one.
A person who successfully
files a suit can collect around
$10,000 in collateral.
Going unchecked, the
enaction and encouragement
of political bounty hunting
can easily become a lucrative
industry of exploitation not
only now, but in the future
when combined with other
forms of legislation.
The law also poses
potential for other states
to follow suit in their
reproductive legislation.
With the Supreme Court’s
silence, a valid green light
is given to those states
interested in cracking down on

reproductive rights.
On Sept. 2, Gov. Ron
DeSantis addressed his interest
in the Texas law.
“What they did in Texas
is interesting and I haven’t
really been able to look at
enough about it ... It’s a little
bit different than how a lot of
these debates have gone, so we
will have to look. I am going
to look more significantly at
it,” DeSantis said.
While referencing past
precedents in the passing of
this law is useful, it is also
equally hurtful in that it
focuses on the more traditional
views of abortion – it is
imperative to see this law as a
new frontier for reproductive
rights, whether one feels they
should be expanded or limited.
But for right now, it’s not
just what’s in store for the
future of Roe v. Wade, it is
the future of reproductive
autonomy as we know it.
Molly Ryan is a sophomore
history major and the op-ed
and Features Editor for the
‘The Crow’s Nest.’
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Welch and Blackmon in the running
for city mayor
By Annalise Anderson
akanderson1@usf.edu

S

t. Petersburg residents
have chosen two out
of eight candidates
that will run for city mayor in
the general election on
Nov. 2
Ken Welch and Robert
Blackmon won the Aug. 24
primary election. Of a total
55,500 ballots cast on
Aug. 24, Ken Welch earned
21,827 votes and Robert
Blackmon 15,659 votes.
City Councilmember
Darden Rice is the runner-up
with 9,189 votes. USF St.
Petersburg student Michael
Ingram, the youngest person
ever to run for mayor, earned
460 votes.
The city’s primary election
saw an underwhelming voter
turnout. Only 29.32% of
registered voters casted a
ballot.
St. Petersburg native
Ken Welch, 53, grew up in
the Gas Plant neighborhood
and is a member of the
Democratic party. He served
two decades on the Pinellas
County Commission and his
endorsements include current
Mayor Rick Kriseman,
Congressman Charlie Crist

and former Congressman Jim
Davis.
If elected, Welch plans
to follow his campaign’s
six I’s of “principled
progress”: In-touch, inclusive,
informed decision making,
innovation, intentional
equity and community
impact. His platform focuses
on COVID-19 recovery,
economic growth for all
neighborhoods, affordable
housing, sustainability and
development of the Tropicana
Field site.
Before his role as a
county commissioner, Welch
worked as a senior accountant
at Florida Power Corp.
for 14 years. He received
his bachelor’s degree in
accounting from USF and
holds a master’s degree
in finance from Florida
Agricultural and Mechanical
University.
Robert Blackmon, 32,
joined the mayoral race
in May and belongs to
the Republican party. He
currently serves on the St.
Petersburg City Council but
submitted his resignation for
January 2022 to begin his
campaign. He is the youngest
person ever to serve on the
city council and works as

IN-PERSON, continued from P1
However, few sought
treatment at the USF St.
Petersburg Wellness Center.
“We actually saw a
decrease in utilization
which was common across
universities last year,” Sahgal
said.
Many students have
responded positively to
the return of in-person
instruction. The inperson classes offer new
opportunities for students to
make connections with other
people and join in on social
activities around the campus.
“In-person classes do
make me feel happier because
they add purpose to my
week. Most of my social
time came from work or
seeing my close friends, but
now I can look forward to
socializing at school,” senior
mass communications major
Sabrina Sebastiao said.
For many students, like
Sebastiao, this is the first time
they have had the opportunity
to participate in in-person
instruction and campus
activities.
“I have never had anxiety
before the pandemic, but
since the pandemic started,
with not going out or
interacting with people, I
have become really anxious,”
junior mass communications
student Samantha Skye said.
“Before I was really good

at speaking with people,
whereas now I have a hard
time communicating with and
starting a conversation with
someone.”
Skye hopes her new
connections will last.
“College is a great place
for networking and I’m
really excited to meet fellow
students.”
Other than the social
aspects, digital media major
Autumn Reinhardt, was
excited about the educational
opportunities that come with
in-person learning.
“I learn better in person.
I feel like our education was

a real estate investor. His
endorsements include former
St. Petersburg Mayor Bob
Ulrich and Florida State
Senator Jeff Brandes.
Also a St. Petersburg
native, Blackmon graduated
from St. Petersburg High
School and earned his degree
from Florida State University.

According to Blackmon, he
is the only candidate with
business experience.
Blackmon is determined
to keep the Tampa Bay
Rays in St. Petersburg,
protect neighborhoods from
redevelopment, prevent
wastewater from polluting
the bay, break the cycle of

poverty to inhibit crime rates
and embrace transparency
within local government.
The deadline to register to
vote is Oct. 4. Residents must
request a mail-in ballot by
Oct. 23.
Michael Alden contributed
to this report.

COURTESY OF ROBERT BLACKMON AND KEN WELCH

Voters will choose either Robert Blackmon (left) or Ken Welech on Nov. 2.
just not as good online,”
Reinhardt said.
There are a variety of
resources available to students
that are struggling with their
mental health. At USF St.
Petersburg, resources include
online self-help, drop-in
services, individual or group
psychotherapy and psychiatry.
Therapy sessions are
free at the Wellness Center.
Students seeking psychiatric
help without insurance will
have a $20 initial payment,
followed by $10 payments for
any other appointments.
For more information, visit
the Wellness Center located
on the second floor of the
Student Life Center building.
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Mental health services are available to students
free of charge in the USF St. Petersburg Wellness
Center.

Florida’s unemployment
runs out on Labor Day
By Annalise Anderson
akanderson1@usf.edu

L

abor shortages
may resolve soon
and “now hiring”
signs could be pulled from
Florida storefronts as federal
unemployment benefits aiding
U.S. citizens throughout the
COVID-19 pandemic come to
an end on Monday.
Though positive cases
reached record-breaking
numbers in Florida last
month, the state opted not
to extend its Pandemic
Unemployment Assistance
(PUA) and Pandemic
Emergency Unemployment
Compensation (PEUC)
programs, claiming “Florida
is ready” to end both
programs.
Together, the two programs
have dispersed more than $5.5
billion since last March.
According to the Florida
Department of Economic
Opportunity (DEO), more
than 910,000 people received
funds from the PUA program,
which paid gig workers and
those ineligible for state
assistance up to $275 per
week. More than 879,000
people received funding

through the PEUC program,
which extended the number of
weeks someone is eligible for
state benefits.
The U.S. Bureau of
Labor Statistics reported the
unemployment rate for people
ages 20 to 24 was 9.3% in
August, a 4.8% decrease from
August 2020.
Last year, the Coronavirus
Aid, Relief, and Economic
Security (CARES) Act
expanded college students’
eligibility for unemployment
benefits. However, those
registered as adult dependents
were unable to apply for
unemployment and were
excluded from the first two
rounds of stimulus payments.
In March, a $1.9 trillion
stimulus package – one of
the largest in history – was
approved by the U.S. Senate
and made adult dependents
eligible for a one-time $1,400
stimulus check.
Currently, there are more
than 545,000 online job
postings, according to the
DEO.
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Student Organization Spotlight:
South Florida All Stars
Dance Club welcomes dancers of all levels
By Emily Bogenrief
CONTRIBUTOR

I

t was the love of dance
that brought students
together on Tuesday,
when the South Florida All
Stars Dance Club kicked off
its second week of in-person
meetings.
South Florida All Stars
Dance Club offers students a
chance to learn a variety of
dance styles, fostering a fun
and supportive environment
that anyone can be a part of.
The club’s executive board
is excited to have students
back for in-person classes
after hosting virtual classes
for the duration of 2020.
“Through COVID-19,
it was difficult,” Treasurer
Andrea Garza said. Andrea
is a junior marine biology
major and has been a part of
All Stars Dance since 2019.
She specializes in Latin dance
and taught students Salsa and
Bachata during its meeting.
Despite the challenges
of hosting dance classes
virtually, Andrea was inspired
to put her all into the club
when she witnessed the
dedication of her teammates.
“When I saw that students
were coming every meeting,
participating and having a
good time, it was worth it,”
Garza said. “Now, seeing
where we are, it gets me
emotional. It’s amazing to see
how this has become what it
was. Now, what motivates me
is everybody; I want everyone
to have a good time, I want
everyone to have fun.”
The club meets every
Tuesday and Thursday from
6 to 7:30 p.m. in Ballroom
Three of the University

Student Center. Each week,
club leaders focus on a
specific style of dance to
teach the class.
Tuesdays are for learning
and perfecting technique,
while Thursdays feature a
“combo,” or a small dance,
that the club learns based on
what style they covered on
Tuesday. Latin Dance, Jazz,
Ballroom, and Contemporary
dance are just a few styles
they plan to cover this year.
Production Manager
Mclain Miller wants students
to know that the club is not
only open to beginners, but
for experienced dancers as
well.
“We ensure that we tailor
all of our classes to apply
to all experience levels. For
experienced dancers, there is
the opportunity for challenges
in this club,” Miller said.
A junior education major,
Miller has been a ballet
student for 10 years and will
focus on teaching it in class
this week.
Secretary Mya Bouie
has been in the club since
2020 and is passionate about
hip-hop dance. Her story is
reflective of the inclusive and
welcoming environment that
the club provides the student
body.
Starting off as relatively
new to dance, her teammates
recognized her potential and
encouraged her progression.
“I wasn’t getting the
steps…but they talked me
through,” Bouie said. “I
felt like I could be part of
something on campus, which
I had never thought was
possible. And now, I am part
of the E-board.”
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Kristin Casciato, a sophomore, follows the lead
of Treasurer Andrea Picture Garza and President
Lexi Rizzotto in a Bachata combo.

Members of the club can
take dance skills as far as
they like with the club. Many
students go on to audition for
regional dance competitions.
Alternatively, some members
rely on the club to unwind
from daily student life.
“Your academics, your
tests, your homework…
that always comes first. We
will never penalize you for
missing class, whether it
be to study or complete an
assignment. This is to get
away from the homework,”
Garza said.
In October, the club
rehearses for its Homecoming
performance. The style of
dance for the performance
is based on Homecoming’s
theme. Vice President Lauren
Obrador choreographed a
jazz dance based around the
Wizard of Oz theme for 2019.
With in-person activities
resuming, Lauren is looking
forward to choreographing
another performance.
“I’m excited for that
performing experience again
and to choreograph again,”
Obrador said. Lauren is a
senior majoring in marine
biology; she was vice
president for last semester
and is continuing her
leadership position this year.
“[Homecoming 2019] was
exciting, because the girls I’m
teaching got it, and look so
easy doing it.”
In addition to
Homecoming, the club
performs at the Spring
Showcase, where members
are encouraged to contribute
to choreography and perform
solo and group dances.
“The showcase is about

COURTESY OF ALL STARS DANCE CLUB

The South Florida All Stars Dance Club regularly
performs during St. Petersburg’s annual Martin
Luther King, Jr. Day parade.
everything we’ve been
working on all year,”
President Lexi Rizzotto said.
Lexi is a political science
senior and joined the club in
2019... She has been dancing
for 17 years and specializes in
tap dance and ballroom.
The South Florida All
Stars Dance Club welcomes
other campus organizations to
participate in their showcase.
“The other clubs get to
use it as a platform to not
only promote themselves but
showcase what they’ve been
working on while we are in
the back changing getting
ready for our next dance,”
Garza said.
The club also offers
students a chance to get

involved in the community.
Every year, members perform
at the city’s Martin Luther
King, Jr. Day parade.
“You just have to want
dance and want to learn”
Rizzotto said.
“We would love to have
any person join our team,”
Miller said. “No matter your
gender, your sexuality, your
size. We want anyone and
everyone to join. If people
think that there’s limits, there
isn’t.”
Emily Bogenrief is a junior
history major at USF St.
Petersburg.
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Pictured from Left to Right, the South Florida All Stars Dance Club executive
board: Vice President Lauren Obrador, Treasurer Andrea Garza, President
Lexi Rizzotto, Production Manager Mclain Miller, and Secretary Mya Bouie.

